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The CFO’s role

The CFO’s role has undergone a transformation. We believe that the  
six segments on the right represent the breadth of the CFO’s remit today. 
The leading CFOs we work with typically have some involvement in each 
of these segments — either directly or through their team. While the 
weighting of that involvement will depend on the maturity and ambition 

economic conditions, each segment is critical to effective leadership.
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Partnering for performance

The Partnering for performance series explores 
ways in which CFOs can grow, protect and 
transform their organization by partnering with 
the leaders of different functions.

In this — the fourth part of the series — we explore 
the relationship between the CFO and the chief 

on the contribution that CFOs are making to four 
vital marketing-related activities:

• Customer segmentation and insight

• Marketing return on investment 

• Optimizing the product portfolio

• Digital governance

652 CFOs, conducted by Longitude Research on 
behalf of EY, and a series of in-depth interviews 
with CFOs, CMOs and EY professionals.

leaders, visit ey.com/cfo.
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CFO and CMO: a winning team in a digital world 

the CMO has increased.

cultural differences.

Four CFO-CMO relationship success factors:

1

2

3

4
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Success in a digital world relies on the CFO and the CMO developing a 

Setting the foundations: the evolving role of the  
CMO and CFO

 More 

DNA of the CFO3

3 

 Competition, coexistence or symbiosis? The DNA of C-suite sales and marketing leaders, 
3. 

 The DNA of C-suite sales and marketing leaders, 
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Collaboration is growing, but not quickly enough

Chart 1: Over the past three years, what change has there been to the extent that 
you collaborate with the CMO?

3

9

34

40
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To a much lesser extent

To a slightly lesser extent

No change

To a slightly greater extent

To a much greater extent
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%

Chart 2: What are the main reasons you are collaborating more closely with 
the CMO? (Please select up to three) 

%
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33
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Launch/relaunch of brand

Volatile customer demand

Change/plans for change in geographical
footprint of the business

Need for a more rigorous understanding of customer
segments and drivers of customer behavior

Shift to digital within the business

Need for better understanding of performance
of product/service portfolio

Need for a better understanding of the return
from marketing activities

Change/plans for change in the operating model
or organizational structure of the business

New products and services

Changes in marketing strategy

While the CFO and CMO have not traditionally 
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and marketing

4 

4.  Financial Times, 
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A closer connection to the CMO, but not close enough

In the last three years:

report greater 
collaboration 
with the CMO

54%
New products 
and services

Top two drivers of collaboration:

Changes in 
marketing 
strategy

Three barriers to a more effective collaboration

CFOs say Lack of common 
tools and processes

1

3

Absence of clear KPIs 

and the marketing agenda

2

Cultural differences

1

2

 

Barriers that threaten the performance of the  
CFO-CMO partnership
Despite the strong rationale for a closer CFO-CMO union, our survey shows 

Chart 3: What do you consider to be the main barriers preventing a closer
relationship with the CMO? (Select up to three)
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I do not perceive any barriers

to the marketing agenda

The need for CFOs to maintain objectivity

the marketing agenda
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Chart 4: In which of the following areas do you consider your contribution to 
marketing to be most valuable? (Select up to three)

17
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Change management

Setting the agenda for change

Resourcing and human capital

Determining the level of ambition and
risk appetite for new initiatives

Building the business case
for new initiatives

Ensuring value realization

Financing

Measuring performance

Setting budgets

%
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Four CFO-CMO relationship success factors 

a more effective and collaborative relationship? We 
identify four relationship success factors.

1. Agree on the metrics that matter for enterprise value

Viewing marketing through two measurement lenses
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Four CFO-CMO relationship success factors 

2. Bridge the cultural divide between the two functions

risk tolerance. 

Connect four for a fruitful CFO-CMO collaboration

Performance Culture

AnalyticsStrategy

Agree on the 
performance 
metrics that drive 
and measure 
success

Bridge the 
cultural divide 

analytics transformation 

business strategy
corporate priorities and changes 
in strategic direction

Kurt Kuehn, CFO at UPS
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Four CFO-CMO relationship success factors 

3. Collaborate on marketing’s analytics transformation

CFOs play a leading governance role in analytics, ensuring that the structures 

4. Team on the marketing planning process
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3

Improving customer segmentation and insight 

segmentation and insight:

and insight a priority.

this activity.

Four customer segmentation and insight priorities for the 
CFO and CMO:

1

2

3

4
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to opportunity.

segmentation and insight

Chart 5:  Over the next three years, how much of a priority will
improving customer segmentation and insight be for your organization?  

20Very high priority

41High priority

30Medium priority

7Low priority

2Very low priority

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
%

“ You can have the best data and insights in the world, 
and the best technology and tools, but what you 
need is for someone to do something differently as a 
result of those insights. So it’s about behavioral and 
process change as well as technology.” 
Chris Mazzei
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Chart 6: How much of a contribution do you make to improving customer 
segmentation and insight? 

6No contribution at all

15Small contribution

32Average contribution

31

16

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
%

Four customer segmentation and insight priorities for 
the CFO and the CMO

1. Lead a robust risk management approach to customer data

 

CFOs and CMOs need to work together to make sure that they 
have the right data privacy measures in place. They should ask 
themselves the following questions: 

3. How do our processes and controls stand in relation to international 

4. 

 Financial Times
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2. Invest in the skills needed to turn customer data into insight

3. Establish governance principles for customer 
analytics capability 

“ We must really understand our end customers in 
order to build the right products and solutions that 
address their needs. For example, we’ve seen that 
while Millennials consume content more frequently 
through mobile devices, the length that they watch 
TV is growing year over year — it’s just across more 
platforms than other segments of the population. 
They consume more streaming content on their 
own schedule, and they’re more engaged across 
multiple screens, often simultaneously. So from that 
standpoint, it’s important for not only the product 
team to understand and factor this behavior into 
their road maps, but it also impacts me and the 

to market and sell them to this consumer.” 
Kurt Binder, CFO, VIZIO
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help ensure central analytics services are tailored to the needs of different 

4. Ensure your customer insight approach is driven by  
business strategy 

are in place to exploit it. This increases the likelihood of turning data into 

Customer analytics: marrying decentralization with 
cross-organizational collaboration

 

“ Modern analytics means that we know more today, 
but there’s still a gap. You need left-brain and 

to collaborate. Accepting risk and uncertainty is 

function has to undergo too. So we need those 
skills and perspectives that marketing brings as 

Kurt Kuehn, CFO, UPS
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4

Measuring ROI from marketing activities

As organizations respond to changing customer demands and channel 
proliferation in a digital world, marketing spend is growing. This puts an 
increasing spotlight on CMOs and CFOs to justify this expenditure through 
effective ROI measurement. But, while advances in data analytics have 

collaborating to develop an ROI approach that supports the business strategy. 

marketing activities:

Twenty percent class it as a very high priority. 

Four marketing ROI priorities for the CFO:

1

2

3

4
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7 Accurate 

However, the revolution that was so anticipated has not fully occurred.

marketing ROI

high priority.

Chart 7: Over the next three years, how much of a priority will measuring marketing 
ROI be for your organization?

2Very low priority

10Low priority

28Medium priority

39High priority

20Very high priority

%
0 10 20 30 40 50

to this activity.
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•

to a closer relationship.

•

on this activity. 

2.2Measuring return on investment from
marketing activities

2.5Improving customer insight/segmentation

2.6Optimizing the product portfolio

2.7Digital governance

Chart 8: In which of the following areas do you think you need to make a bigger 
contribution? (chart shows average ranking — a lower number means it was ranked 
more highly)

0 1 2 3 4 5
Rank (lower is better)

Four marketing ROI priorities for the CFO

1. Keep a keen eye on the full picture, and the details

2. Meet in the middle on value versus volume

overly focused on the extent to which their initiatives drive sales and revenues, 

top-line revenue.”
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SHV Energy: mobile digital solutions demonstrate 
customer value

the local sales force at the end of the year. However, he does counsel 

leading practices

in order to achieve its goals.

new product innovations. We train our people on how to pull those levers; 

Questions for CFOs in measuring marketing ROI: 

3. 

4. 
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4. Accept that not all returns are so easy to measure
 

 

experts,” Isaacs says.
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Optimizing the product portfolio 

product portfolio:

Four product portfolio optimization priorities for the CFO:

1

2

3

4
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their strategic planning. This activity is core to saving costs, and identifying 

centric approach often leads to a proliferation of products as CMOs seek to 

declining ones.

health and encourage new growth.” 

A particular challenge for the insurance sector

to technology. But in our research, it is the insurance industry that 

a higher percentage of insurance CFOs say that product portfolio 

insurance products has further increased the pressure to develop new 
product and service offshoots.

13Power and utilities

18Oil and gas

20Life sciences

21Banking and
capital markets

22Consumer products

23Technology

34Insurance

Chart 9: Percentage of CFOs per sector that put a very high priority on 
optimizing the product portfolio

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
%
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product portfolio

3Very low priority

10Low priority

29Medium priority

38High priority

20Very high priority

Chart 10: Over the next three years, how much of a priority will optimizing the 
product portfolio be for your organization?   

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
%

Chart 11: Percentage of CFOs whose collaboration with the CMO has increased in 
the last three years    

81

47Others

0 2010 30 40 50 60 70 9080
%

CFOs who make product portfolio
optimization a very high priority

Making creativity part of product portfolio optimization

within the portfolio.”
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Four product portfolio optimization priorities for the CFO

1. Establish an objective understanding of product value

product or service.

2. Turn data into business intelligence

of an issue than what you do with the data once you have it,” he explains.
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Questions for CFOs in optimizing product portfolios: 

How frequently do we undertake portfolio reviews to assess 

3. 

4. 

7. 

3. Communicate the strategic objectives of the 
portfolio optimization

and is a tactical, rather than strategic, initiative. Instead, the CFO should 
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Digital governance 

or very high priority on digital governance.

Four digital governance priorities for the CFO:

1

2

3

4
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Digital governance 

out the CFO’s role in digital governance

2

11

36

36

15

Very low priority

Low priority

Medium priority

High priority

Very high priority

Chart 12: Over the next three years, how much of a priority will digital governance 
be for your organization?   

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
%

Chart 13: Percentage of companies who have seen an EBITDA increase of over 
10% in the past three years     

51Those who gave digital governance
a very high priority

35Others

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
%
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spending is often operating expenditure rather than Capex, and therefore 

of CFOs say they are 
collaborating more closely with 
CMOs because of the shift to 
digital within the business.

25%

The second reason for CFOs to focus on effective digital governance lies in 

that protect sensitive data.

Four digital governance priorities for the CFO
1. Build a holistic picture of the organization’s digital portfolio

Less than half of CFOs feel they 47%

Digital governance 
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2. Ensure digital risk management is part of the governance 
framework

Questions for CFOs concerning risk management of social media 
activity:

3. 

4. 

 
3. Design a governance framework that provides “freedom 
within a framework”

Digital governance 

so that sales understands why the company doesn’t 

that certain risk-taking is part of doing business.” 
Joost Quist, CFO, SHV Energy China
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Digital freedom: using corporate venturing to foster 
innovation at speed

winners of the whole trend.”

8

8. 

4. Work more closely together to realize the organization’s 
digital potential 

Digital governance 

While the CFO-CMO partnership has not traditionally been the closest 
one on the C-suite, in an increasingly digital business context, it will 
be pivotal to organizational sustainability and success. By working 
together to tackle customer segmentation and insight, marketing ROI, 
product portfolio optimization and digital governance, CFOs and CMOs 
will help their organization adapt to a new reality, and build the 
foundations for a strong and productive partnership for the future. 
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7

Survey respondent demographics
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Industry

2

4

5

6

7

7

12

15

23

25

26

27

28

31

32

53

55

56

56

57

58

67Consumer products

Health care

Transportation

Other

Professional services

Import/export/wholesaling

Construction

Private equity

Media and entertainment

Telecommunications

Real estate

Asset management

Cleantech (including energy, water,
transportation, agriculture and manufacturing)

Automotive and transportation

Mining and metals

Diversi ed industrial products (including
aerospace and defense and chemicals)

Power and utilities

Oil and gas

Insurance

Life sciences

Technology

Banking and capital markets



159

329

Finance roles

Group CFO or nance director

Regional CFO or nance director

Divisional CFO or nance director

164

Annual revenue in US$

45

28Greater than $20b

Between $100m and $250m

Between  $250m and $500m

Between $500m and  $1b

Between $1b and $5b

Between $5b and $10b

Between $10b and $20b

121

89

120

158

91
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80

80

Country

US

Portugal

Belgium

Norway

Netherlands

Sweden

Nigeria

Italy

Saudi Arabia

South Korea

Spain

Turkey

United Arab Emirates

Colombia

Philippines

Indonesia

South Africa

Argentina

Hong Kong, China

France

Russia

Singapore

Germany

Australia

Canada

India

Mexico

United Kingdom

Brazil

China

1

2

2

3

3

5

10

10

10

10

10

10

11

15

20

20

20

21

24

25

28

29

30

30

30

31

40
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Previous studies in the Partnering for performance series are:

Other publications in this series

Partnering for performance Partnering for performance

Partnering for performance
Part 3: the CFO and the CIO

Partnering for performance

Coming soon

ey.com/cfo.

EY is the exclusive sponsor of the CNBC Global CFO Council.
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CFO agenda
Robert Brand

Digital
Laurence Buchanan

Finance performance 
improvement advisory
Tony Klimas

Customer advisory
Woody Driggs

Hanno Lorenzl

Transportation Center 

Data analytics
Chris Mazzei

Rob Holston

Contacts
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